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💚Let me show you the art & science of essential oils

💚 Creating aromatic rituals for self love 

💚100% Pure Organic Essential Oil Collection
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Fam bam in Vietnam. Pho quoc 🇻🇳 what a beaut


 [image: Fam bam in Vietnam. Pho quoc 🇻🇳 what a beautiful place to make memories 🥰]







DIY Face mask using natural non toxic ingredients 
 [image: DIY Face mask using natural non toxic ingredients is so easy and so much fun.  Great for teenage skin issues and gentle on the skin. This particular mask is soothing for skin inflammation and draws out toxins.  Select essential oils that have skin regenerative properties and a base oil to reduce the drying effect.  If you need any ingredients let me know.  Are you interested in learning more about DIY face masks? Comment below so I know.  Happy weekend  Simmi, The Aromatherapist]







Making my perfume to represent my intention for th


 [image: Making my perfume to represent my intention for the year.  Tomorrow first day back to create your orders and send them out.  I love creating, formulating and of course smelling the final results.  My blend is divine. Full of citrus notes, spicy middle notes and woody base notes.  More women wanting their own scentual experience.  Dm me if you want to discuss a personal blend for yourself or for your home or business . Ready for 2024.  Simmi, The Aromatherapist 🥰]







These affirmations are what I’m bringing into 20
[image: These affirmations are what I’m bringing into 2024. Find one you like and place it somewhere for yourself to see everyday.  Excited for 2024 and all that it brings. I’ll be back to business Monday for your bespoke orders and blends. Much Health + Happiness + Love  Simmi, The Aromatherapist]







These are my children and my grandchildren. Nothin
[image: These are my children and my grandchildren. Nothing more beautiful than having my crew together. 💕 Simmi, The Aromatherapist]







My beautiful gorgeous babies. Our nightly ritual o


 [image: My beautiful gorgeous babies. Our nightly ritual of a bubba bath. Full of magic and plant medicine. They love love putting in my bath salts, jojoba oil and castille soap. Then we go through the selected essential oils. They are my aroma angels.  Miss my babies already.  Simmi, The Aromatherapist 💕]
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Feeling overwhelmed lately?
Grab this Free ebook to unlock the secrets of injecting more calm into your day.
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No thanks, I'm okay with being stressed.











 






































